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1. It is MUMS practice that EtO3ARK staffers under G 	 awr do
not personslly participate in interviews accorded vies applicants =less
their participation has been approved in advance by the appropriate loos./
OM= official. and can be aeoreplished on the solid assumption that the
officer's BMW affiliation will not be known to the applicant. lkterrally,
the interview would take place on IBM= premises and vault be the result
of a roma application for a visa. The purpose of this practice is to
avoid giving ODA= any ingression that =WIC is in say rev impinging on
=!;CD's prerogatives in the matter of vises and to avoid giving tb.e
appuosok. gr general public szq reason to believe that an applicant's
wog refused ar vented a visa was the result of =BM interest. The
latter pant Is especiallw 4.i..,vmertant if the	 .icent is iserldrohneed as a
controversial figure.

2. Because reference indicates that ODA= Madrid will soon ask for
another advisory opinion on Eerbject, the contents of reference viii
necessarily have to be considered in the vane check coniuoted hy Headquarters
at the request of ODACID. lst is therefore important to know the circumstances
under which the information contained in reference wen obtained. ife are
particularly interested in learning ubo was presort . when the interviev mai
habij the date and place it was heldi• whether 81:012:101T knows C.
as a MAIIC officer; whether MOZISMIT had made .written application to ODACID
Madrid for a vise; and,. nost important, whether - the visa interview had. the
prier approval of the appropriate wear

3. Beadquarters will take the initiative in attempting to Influence
ODA= visa decisions oily in the following instances:

a. Shen laconatIon is received which clearly refutes derogatos7
intonation previously transmitted by KOBARIC to ODLCID. inforsastion
volunteered by the applicant himself would not cause 13JBASX to take the
initiative* but the laureation would be furnished MA= on the
latter's request.

b. on MAK operational interest in the applicant is very
great. Carly in cases of this kind woult1 =AZ initiate an ;sweeties-
tics to determine whether law derogetery information against the
epplicent was III fact accurate or ask special consideration by ODACID

..the applicant / a case.

4. The Branch doee not consider Subject to be of any operational
Interest and belletes that SRI such consideration of hiai:by Z. Liatation
viii ccaPlicate rather than enhance the operationi):Picture.in-:acein.'
Information .previciuslY..supplied by Subject in the past :hen 'Prored .:tO be
rsies (see 3951 Cable traffic); his Offer of 1._ Rot ..L.11..k_t_efl4...41;..105.4LRe.L'used.
(0016-2361); and his recent operational—lesis- In Vienna were judged to be

shady background to be of no positive operational,
(gd*11927). Bnerver innocent Subject's role might have been In providing
or offering the above material to KUBALIC, his is not a record on which one
vould want to base a request for an operatdonal. approval.. Oa the contrary,
the Branch considers OSOBSIIST to be of counterinteLligeaue interest and
believes the 'Station would be well advised to pursue Vat course. In the
latter sense the contents of reference were velexesed.
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